Brand Guidelines
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JUNE 2022

Tennis:
Open for All
OUR ASPIRATION

Mission

Service role

Beliefs

Behaviors

Values

To promote and develop the
growth of tennis.

To make tennis open for
all–people, providers, and
community.

Tennis will be democratic,
not elitist. Tennis will fuel
belonging. Tennis will
constantly evolve to thrive.

Design for open-mindedness,
inclusion and flexibility.
Coalesce and empower people,
providers, and community.
Foster the new and the next.

Excellence
Passion
Innovation
Inclusiveness
Accountability.
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STORY

Tennis is the sport
that’s entirely built
around the simple
concept of
smashing things.
And smashing things feels really, really
good. We even created a special device
exclusively made for smashing things:
it’s called a racquet.
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You can swing your racquet with one hand.

athletes alike. (Don’t tell anyone, but there’s

Both hands. Under your legs. Tennis is a

a tiny tennis court hidden inside every

sport that is working hard to level the

regular tennis court.) If you can smash

playing field. Tennis is an an individual

things, you can tennis.

sport. A team sport. A wall sport. It’s also a
glute-growing sport, if you’re interested in
that kind of thing. It’s good for your mental
health and for your health-health.
And the best part? It’s always open to
everyone. All ages. All grunts. All zip codes.
All across America. On all sides of the net.
Singles. Doubles. Newbies. Pros. Forehands.
Backhands. Everyone. Every background.
Every story. Every hairstyle. Even the
mullet. From hardcore athletes to lazy

So what are you waiting for? Let’s tennis.

Creative Platform
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CREATIVE PLATFORM

Let’s Tennis
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CREATIVE PLATFORM

Let’s Tennis
As satisfying as hitting a perfect drop shot.
As refreshing as the smell of a new can of
balls. As bouncy as a newly strung racquet.
As electrifying as Arthur Ashe Stadium
at night.

Let’s Tennis is a call to arms that shows
that everyone’s invited into this real world
of players, providers, professionals,
newbies, oldies, and everyone else who
wants to participate.
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Tone of Voice
Core Messages
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Brand Personality

TONE OF VOICE

We’re here to let everyone know that
tennis is open to everyone and our
tone of voice should reflect that with
every letter, comma, and exclamation
point.
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Upbeat &
Energetic

Clever &
Smart

Super
Friendly

We want to capture the upbeat
energy of tennis itself, avoiding
words that sound too stiff and formal,
anything too corporate, and any
complex tennis or business lingo.

Tennis is fun and so are we.
When we can, we don’t shy away from
a high-caliber pun or wink-of-the-eye
delivery. The trick is balance, however.
Less is more!

We use language that makes everyone
feel welcome and included. We’re
inviting, warm, and, quite frankly, nice.

TONE OF VOICE

We’re here to let everyone know that
tennis is open to everyone and our
tone of voice should reflect that with
every letter, comma, and exclamation
point.
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StraightForward

SelfAware

We’re simple and to the point.
We say what we need to say with as
few words as possible.

We’re the USTA, we don’t want to
come across as tryhard. We avoid
tired slang and stick to the things
we know. When we do go out on a
limb with language, we make sure it
makes sense in the context—whether
that be a supporting image, video, or
the very placement of the copy.

CORE MESSAGES

General Headline

General Headline

Brand Spirit

If you can
smash things,
you can tennis.

Tennis is
always open
for everyone.

Tennis is
fun as #%$!

Inclusivity Statement

Benefit Statement

Benefit Statement

All ages welcome.
All aces welcome.

Long live tennis,
for those who
tennis live longer.

Tennis is
goooooood for you.
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Logos
Primary Logo
Program Logos
Special Logo Uses
Partner Logos
USTA at the US Open
Net Genration Logo
USTA National Campus Logo
Incorrect Logo Use
Typography
Primary Typeface
Secondary Typeface
Primary & Secondary Substitutes
Hierarchy
Application
Color
Primary
Secondary
Pairing
Provider Specific Use
Net Generation Specific Use
Photography
Approach
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Core Elements

Logos
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LOGO

We use a one-color version (USTA
letters and flaming ball side by side)
in black and white.
It is permitted to use the USTA logo
in a color, as long as the logo and
supporting typography are the same
color.
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PRIMARY LOGO

This logo is the primary format and should be
used wherever possible. The USTA logo will
appear on nearly all brand communication
(websites, digital banners, billboards, various
print media, broadcasts, merchandise, etc.),
therefore it must remain highly visible and
recognizable in all instances.

All-black logo

All-white logo

Clear Space

1/2 X

1/2 X
1/2 X
X

1/2 X

1/2 X

1/2 X
1/2 X

Always use the original and approved artwork; never
alter or attempt to redraw or recreate the lettering
using computer fonts.

X
1/2 X

Section All-black logo

1/3 X
1/2 X

Section All-white logo

Clear Space
To ensure its integrity and visibility, the logo
should be kept clear from competing text, images
or graphics.
The logo must be surrounded on each side by an
adequate clear space, at minimum equal to the
1/2 x-height of the logo. On the bottom the clear
space is measured from the baseline of the logo.

Minimum size
.15"h min.
(13px digital)

District All-black logo

If formatting text for SectionsThe height of
Section lettering should be 1/2 of the logo height,
with clearance from the bottom 60% of the logo
height. Below the Section, District letters should
be 1/3 of the logo height, with a clearance of 1/8
of the logo height.
Minimum Size
The vertical logo should never appear shorter
than .15” when used in print materials, or 13 pixels
tall when used in digital formats.
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EASTERN

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

District All-white logo

EASTERN
LONG ISLAND

EASTERN
LONG ISLAND

The USTA section and district logos follow the same usage
guidelines as the USTA primary logo.

1/8 X

PRIMARY LOGO

The USTA logo can also be reproduced
in the following brand colors when used
with a color combination on a colored
background. The logo should never be
produced in any other colors.
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Background: USTA Blue
Logo: Vintage Baseline

Background: Wood Racquet
Logo: Hard Court Green

Background: Fresh Ball
Logo: Hard Court Green

Background: Hard Court Green
Logo: Baby Grass

Background: Vintage Baseline
Logo: USTA Blue

Background: Hard Court Green
Logo: Wood Racquet

Background: Hard Court Green
Logo: Fresh Ball

Background: Baby Grass
Logo: Hard Court Green

SUB BRAND LOGOS

USTA’s sub brand logos are available in
two orientations.
USTA sub brand logos follow the same
usage guidelines as the USTA primary
logo for minimum size and clear space.

USTA Tournaments

FOUNDATION

FOUNDATION

USTA Foundation

PRO CIRCUIT
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PRO CIRCUIT

SPECIAL LOGO USES

As a rule, the USTA will not create
special logos for departments or internal
business units. On a case-by-case basis,
logo requests can be made. The USTA
marketing department will develop a
recommendation based on the request.
To the right there are examples of
how using text in conjunction with the
primary logo offers more flexibility while
providing better legibility. Please note
that all clear space and minimum size
requirements are met.

Special use case examples

USTA League

USTA League

Those who
tennis together
stick together.

USTA League

USTA League—the largest recreational
tennis league in the country—is a great
way to stay active, improve your tennis
game, and even have the chance to
compete for a national championship.
If you love playing tennis, you’ll love
USTA League.
Let’s Tennis.

LEARN MORE AT
USTA.COM/LEAGUE
© 2021 USTA. All rights reserved.

18847_C_NY_USTA_League-CliffDrysdaleFullPage.indd 1
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6/7/22 2:51 PM

USTA League
2021 National Championships

PARTNER LOGOS

The USTA logo can be used with
sponsor/partner logos in either of the
two configurations shown here. For all
sponsor/partners lockups, the USTA
logo should always appear above
or to the left of any other logos and
should be of similar visual weight.
The USTA logo must meet the
minimum size requirements as shown
in these guidelines. For the horizontal
sponsor lockups, the dividing line
should be the length of the wordmark.
For the vertical sponsor lockup, the
dividing line should be 1.25 times the
length of the wordmark. The logos
should both be spaced equidistant
from the dividing line using the USTA
logo’s symbol height as the spacing.

Horizontal partner lockup

Partner Logo Here

X

X

X

Vertical partner lockup

X
Partner Logo Here
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USTA AT THE US OPEN
All-black wordmark

The USTA wordmark should be
used on all signage and permanent
applications on-site at the USTA Billie
Jean King National Tennis Center
during the US Open. The ball is
dropped from the USTA logo to create
the USTA wordmark so it does not
compete with the US Open ball. When
used in a lock‑up with the US Open
logo the USTA wordmark adopts the
US Open Blue.

All-white wordmark

Lock-up with US Open

The USTA wordmark is available by
request only.
When used on promotional giveaways
the ball is retained and the full USTA
logo should be used.

When used on promotional giveaways the ball is retained and the USTA
Logo should be used.
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When used on staff/ambassador uniforms
the USTA wordmark should be used

NET GENRATION LOGO

Shown here are the Net Generation’s
solid and outline logos. Both the solid
and outline logo allow the background
to show through.
Either the solid logo or the outline logo
can be used on applications, depending
on the context and need for hierarchy.
Always use the original and approved
artwork; never alter or attempt to redraw or
recreate the lettering using computer fonts.

All-black solid logo

All-white solid logo

Clear Space

1/5 X

All-black solid logo

All-white solid logo

1/5 X

1/5 X
1/5 X

1/5 X

1/5 X

1/5 X

Minimum size
.375"h min.
(40px digital)

Clear Space
To ensure its integrity and visibility,
the logo should be kept clear from
competing text, images, or graphics.
The logo must be surrounded on each
side by an adequate clear space. At
minimum, the clear space is equal to
20% width of the logo. The clear space
allowance is the same for both the solid
and outline logo versions.
Minimum Size
The height of the logo should never
appear smaller than .375” in height when
used in print materials, or 40 pixels in
height when used in digital formats.
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When using Net Generation in text, please follow the below guidelines:
Always use the full name: Net Generation
Always separate and capitalize the words
Never vary the way the name is written
•

1/5 X

never NetGeneration or net generation

Never say “The Net Generation”:
•

say: “Net Generation makes getting into tennis easy”

•

do not say: “The Net Generation makes getting into tennis easy”

Never use “NetGen” — it appears in the logo art only

.375"h min.
(40px digital)

USTA NATIONAL CAMPUS LOGO

Shown here is the USTA National
Campus logo. The primary logo should
be used wherever possible. The USTA
National Campus logo will appear
on nearly all brand communication
(websites, digital banners, billboards,
various print media, broadcasts,
merchandise, etc.), therefore it must
remain highly visible and recognizable in
all instances.

All-black primary logo

The horizontal mark was created
specifically for use on the header of
ustanationalcampus.com. It is meant for
situations in which space does not
permit the use of the primary mark.

All-black horizontal logo
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All-white primary logo

Clear Space

1/4 X

1/4 X
1/4 X

1/4 X

Minimum size
.375"h min.
(35px digital)

All-white primary logo

INCORRECT LOGO USE

The USTA wordmark should be
used on all signage and permanent
applications on-site at the USTA Billie
Jean King National Tennis Center
during the US Open. The ball is
dropped from the USTA logo to create
the USTA wordmark so it does not
compete with the US Open ball. When
used in a lock‑up with the US Open
Logo the USTA wordmark adopts the
US Open Blue.

Do not distort the logo

Do not outline any area of the logo elements

Do not use unapproved colors

Do not sepatate logo elements

Do not rotate the logo

Do not remove elements of the logo

The USTA wordmark is available by
request only.
When used on promotional giveaways
the ball is retained and the full USTA
logo should be used.
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Typography
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HIERARCHY

TYPOGRAPHY

For simplicity in
communications, it’s important
that the variety of type sizes is
kept to a minimum. Each type
size should be distinctly different
in scale from the others to
establish hierarchy and avoid
visual confusion.

Headlines
Graphik XX Condensed Bold
Sentence case
Tracking set at Optical and 5-10
Leading set equal to type size

USTA WHEELCHAIR
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
AUGUST 12-15, 2021
Clear, simple explanations. Something like —
We’ll teach the simple rules for keeping score of a
tennis game. Grab your racquet (or your phone) and
let’s break this down. Sign up at USTA.com.
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Subheads, Descriptors, Labels
Graphik Semibold
All caps
Tracking set at Optical and 10-25
Leading set at 105-150% of type size

Functional Copy, Long Form Copy
Graphik Regular
Sentence case
Tracking 0-25
Leading set at 130-150% of type size

PRIMARY TYPEFACE
DISPLAY

Expressive, but still eminently
readable, Graphik XX
Condensed was designed for
the biggest headlines in editorial
and digital design.
The dramatically condensed
letterforms of Graphik XX
Condensed grab attention while
still maintaining their
elegance in the thinner weights.
The XX Condensed width
can hold its own in combination
with powerful imagery
either in a magazine spread or
online publication. At large
sizes, it is suitable for general
graphic design use including
book covers, signage, and
magazine layouts.
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TYPOGRAPHY

Graphik XX Condensed
GRAPHIK XX CONDENSED
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

SECONDARY TYPEFACE
TEXT | SUBHEADS

Created to be a blank
slate, Graphik is a typeface that
is perfectly suited for whatever
style of expression is needed.
The Graphik Collection is
created for maximum flexibility
in communication.
The inspiration for Graphik came
from designer Christian
Schwartz’s longstanding interest
in the expressive possibilities
found in plain typefaces.
Graphik is a typeface without
the baggage of Univers and
Helvetica that can be used
in similar ways without only
evoking Modernism.
Graphik is a grotesk with
humanity which is best
expressed in the roundness of
the uppercase G and circular
points, such as the period and
the dot on the i. These and
other design details add warmth
without calling attention to
themselves.
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TYPOGRAPHY

Graphik Text Semibold
GRAPHIK TEXT SEMIBOLD
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJj
KkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTt
UuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

SECONDARY TYPEFACE
TEXT | BODY COPY

Created to be a blank
slate, Graphik is a typeface that
is perfectly suited for whatever
style of expression is needed.
The Graphik Collection is
created for maximum flexibility
in communication.
The inspiration for Graphik came
from designer Christian
Schwartz’s longstanding interest
in the expressive possibilities
found in plain typefaces.
Graphik is a typeface without
the baggage of Univers and
Helvetica that can be used
in similar ways without only
evoking Modernism.
Graphik is a grotesk with
humanity which is best
expressed in the roundness of
the uppercase G and circular
points, such as the period and
the dot on the i. These and
other design details add warmth
without calling attention to
themselves.
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TYPOGRAPHY

Graphik Text Regular
GRAPHIK TEXT SEMIBOLD
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJj
KkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTt
UuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

APPLICATION

TYPOGRAPHY

Our punchy language and blocky
display type both lend themselves to
stacking type.
Many of our core messages are
treated in this way to add energy and
build in flexibility for different formats
and orientations.
Stacked type should always be left
aligned using a consistent weight
and size. Keep a close eye on the rag*
of the type and try to break the copy
lines to create a solid block with an
even type rag.
We recommend core brand
messages and hero statements do
not exceed 15 characters per line,
and secondary headlines (ex. copy
on the back of a treat bag) should not
exceed 20 characters.

*A “rag” in typography is the uneven side of a paragraph where
the text is aligned on the other side. If the text is left-aligned,
the rag is on the right side. When setting type with a ragged
edge, print typographers have long given attention to the
shape of the rag, the goal being “a good rag.”
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Rag

APPLICATION

TYPOGRAPHY

For diversity in typesettings, it is also
permitted to rag* type alignments
left to right to mimic the volley
back and forth of the ball betweeen
two players. We call this the “volley
typesetting.”
Keep a close eye on the rag of the
type and try to break the copy lines
to create a solid block with an even
type rag.
We recommend core brand
messages and hero statements do
not exceed 10 characters per line,
and secondary headlines (ex. details
of a match or meet-up) should not
exceed 50 characters.
Rag

*A “rag” in typography is the uneven side of a paragraph where
the text is aligned on the other side. If the text is left-aligned,
the rag is on the right side. When setting type with a ragged
edge, print typographers have long given attention to the
shape of the rag, the goal being “a good rag.”
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CAMPAIGN TAGLINE

“Let’s Tennis” is typeset in
Graphik XX Condensed.
Please refer to page 76 for guidance
on the animation of the “Let’s Tennis”
tagline.

Let’s Tennis
Graphik XX Condensed
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CAMPAIGN TAGLINE

Sometimes, we use the campaign
tagline in copy to support an idea.
In this scenario, “Let’s Tennis,” is used
in body copy and uses sentence case
and appropriate punctuation.
Let’s tennis in sentence case
In all other cases when “Let’s Tennis,”
is used as a tagline, it is capitalized
and not punctuated.
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So what are you
waiting for?
Let’s tennis.

Campaign tagline

Let’s Tennis

CAMPAIGN TAGLINE

Due to the nature of Graphik XX
Condensed as a display typeface,
the font diminishes in legibility in
typesettings smaller than 32 pts.
In which case, we recommend
typsetting “Let’s Tennis” in our body
copy typeface, Graphik Semibold for
any typesetting smaller than 32 pts.

Let’s Tennis
Graphik XX Condensed
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Let’s Tennis
Graphik Semibold

APPLICATION

TYPOGRAPHY

Examples of ragging type and
alignment, supported by the
baseline graphic.

LETSTENNIS.COM
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LETSTENNIS.COM

Unlimited Use, Web Use
Please refer to the following
pages for our suggested
alternative typefaces that do
not require licensing, and are
widely available or pre-loaded
typefaces. These typefaces are
for those within the organization
that will not have access to
Graphik XX Condensed and the
Graphik Text Family licenses.
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Typography:
Web Alternates

PRIMARY TYPEFACE
ALTERNATES FOR UNLIMITED/WEB USE

Anton
Anton is a suitable alternate for
Graphik XX Condensed.
It is available for download via
Google Fonts and free to use for
anyone without a license as it’s
an Open Typeface Font.

TYPOGRAPHY

Anton
ANTON
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()
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SECONDARY TYPE | WEB USE

TYPOGRAPHY

Let’s change
the game.
Graphik XX Condensed
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Anton

SECONDARY TYPEFACE
ALTERNATES FOR UNLIMITED/WEB USE

Inter Bold
Available as an Open Typeface
Font Inter is available for
download and is supported
across Google.

TYPOGRAPHY

Inter Bold
INTER BOLD
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJj
KkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTt
UuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()
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SECONDARY TYPE | WEB USE

TYPOGRAPHY

FORT GREENE PARK
FREE | ALL AGES
10 AM 4.11.21

Graphik Semibold
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FORT GREENE PARK
FREE | ALL AGES
10 AM 4.11.21

Inter Bold

Color Palette
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COLOR SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Primary
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CORE PALETTE

Secondary

Net Generation

PRIMARY PALETTE

COLOR

This primary palette is meant to be
utilized as the default for USTA brand
level communications and corporate
applications, such as presentations,
printed collateral, emails, etc.
The primary palette is meant to be
concise in order to consolidate brand
recognition.
These colors are used across
both Provider and Net Generation
communications.
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USTA BLUE

HARD COURT GREEN

FRESH BALL

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

3 115 243
100 35 0 0
#0373F3
2173 C

24 70 46
85 45 83 50
#19462E
3435 C

207 255 5
15 0 99 0
#CFFF05
389 C

WOOD RACQUET

GRIP BLACK

BASELINE WHITE

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

236 161 84
0 36 66 0
#F0AA54
157 C

0 0 0
60 40 40 100
#00000
426 C

255 255 255
0 0 0 0
#FFFFFF
N/A

SUGGESTED COMBINATIONS

FOR USTA

The core color combinations are for use at the USTA institutional brand level. Please refer to the following page for an example of these color combinations applied. These color pairs are for print, social media, and digital banner applications.
Please see page 53 for guidelines around WCAG Guidelines for more information.
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United States
Tennis Association

United States
Tennis Association

United States
Tennis Association

United States
Tennis Association

Background: USTA Blue
Typography/Logo: Vintage White

Background: Wood Racquet
Typography/Logo: Hard Court Green

Background: Fresh Ball
Typography/Logo: Hard Court Green

Background: Hard Court Green
Typography/Logo: Baby Grass

United States
Tennis Association

United States
Tennis Association

United States
Tennis Association

United States
Tennis Association

Background: Vintage Baseline
Typography/Logo: USTA Blue

Background: Hard Court Green
Typography/Logo: Wood Racquet

Background: Hard Court Green
Typography/Logo: Fresh Ball

Background: Baby Grass
Typography/Logo: Hard Court Green

BRAND LEVEL COLOR PAIRINGS

COLOR

Examples of brand color pairings in application.

Background: Baby Grass
Typography: Hard Court Green
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Background: Wood Racquet
Typography: Hard Court Green

Background: USTA Blue
Typography: Vintage Baseline

Background: Fresh Ball
Typography: Hard Court Green

SECONDARY PALETTE

COLOR

The secondary palette is meant to
be leveraged as a complementary
palette for USTA brand level
communications and corporate
applications, such as presentations,
printed collateral, emails, etc.
The secondary palette is the
foundation for all Provider
communications. Providers may use
any color in the secondary palette in
their communications, as well as the
primary palette.
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VINTAGE BASELINE

DUSTY CLAY

BABY GRASS

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

255 239 190
1 4 29 0
#FFEFBE
7499 C

220 223 207
13 7 18 0
#DCDFCF
COOL GRAY 1 C

164 238 144
36 0 59 0
#A4EE90
2267 C

WINNING PURPLE

HARD COURT RED

GREEN CLAY

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

123 78 145
61 81 10 0
#7B4E91
4083 C

193 86 66
18 78 79 6
#C15642
2436 C

146 191 183
43 7 25 0
#92BFB7
2455 C

SUGGESTED COMBINATIONS

FOR PROVIDERS

Providers will adhere to a stricter palette of any base color from the primary and secondary palette. All typography must be black for consistency across communications. The following 8 colors are considered “Provider Primaries.”
You will see USTA Blue and Wood Racquet are cross-over colors from the primary USTA brand palette, and Hard Court Green and Winning Purple are omitted for lack of contrast with black.
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USTA Provider

USTA Provider

USTA Provider

USTA Provider

USTA Provider

USTA Provider

USTA Provider

USTA Provider

PROVIDER COMMUNICATIONS

COLOR

Providers may use any
color in the primary and
secondary palette in
communications, with
the exception of Winning
Purple and Hard Court
Green.
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2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

NET GENERATION PALETTE

COLOR

The Net Generation palette overlaps
with the primary brand palette,
dropping the earthy base in favor of
more energetic tones. This palette is
primarily for Net Generation use.
See page 50 for Net Generation color
combinations with the primary brand
pallette.
Please refer to the Net Generation
guidelines for logo usage.
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SLICE ORANGE

SKY BLUE

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

255 98 0
0 75 100 0
#FF6200
1505 C

9 181 247
67 11 0 0
#09B5F7
306 C

SUNSHINE YELLOW

ENERGY GREEN

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS

RGB
CMYK
HEX
PMS		

255 232 0
3 3 98 0
#FFE800
102 C

18 225 103
69 0 72 0
#25CE7B
7479 C

SUGGESTED COMBINATIONS

FOR NET GENERATION

The Net Generation palette is comprised of the four following colors. These colors not only provide energy, they optimize contrast just like a yellow ball on court. While all four colors from the this palette are open for Net Generation use, we
recommend a flood of color with black typography be used for more “corporate” applications, as well as communcations with more mature players. Please see the following page for additional case use.
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NET GENERATION COLOR PAIRINGS

COLOR

Net Generation brand color pairings in application. The use of black text can be levareged in communications to kids
of all ages and specifically when targeting kids over the age of 12.

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22
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FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

SUGGESTED COMBINATIONS
12 AND UNDER ONLY

FOR NET GENERATION

A combination of color-on-color should be used for Net Generation communications with players under 12. Here are the color pairings for vibrant communications at the Net Generation brand level. See below for how the Net Generation
palette can be paired with the primary palette. These are the only combinations for color that are permitted for use at this time.
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ALL SIZES

LARGE TEXT & ABOVE 14 PTS

Background: Winning Purple
Typography: Sunshine Yellow

Background: Sunshine Yellow
Typography: Slice Orange

LARGE TEXT & ABOVE 14 PTS

LARGE TEXT & ABOVE 14 PTS

Background: Energy Green
Typography: USTA Blue

Background: USTA Blue
Typography: Sunshine Yellow

NET GENERATION COLOR PAIRINGS
12 AND UNDER ONLY

COLOR

Examples of Net Generation brand color pairings in application.

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

Background: Winning Purple
Typography: Sunshine Yellow
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FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

Background: Energy Green
Typography: USTA Blue

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

Background: USTA Blue
Typography: Sunshine Yellow

Background: Sunshine Yellow
Typography: Slice Orange

Web Accessible
Colors
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WEB CONTENT ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES (WCAG)

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) are developed with a goal of
providing a single shared standard for
web content accessibility that meets
the needs of individuals, organizations,
and governments internationally.

COLOR

VINTAGE BASELINE
WITH GRIP BLACK

WOOD RACQUET
WITH GRIP BLACK

HARD COURT RED
WITH GRIP BLACK

USTA BLUE
WITH GRIP BLACK

SKY BLUE
WITH GRIP BLACK

SLICE ORANGE
WITH GRIP BLACK

DUSTY CLAY
WITH GRIP BLACK

GREEN CLAY
WITH GRIP BLACK

BABY GRASS
WITH GRIP BLACK

ENERGY GREEN
WITH GRIP BLACK

FRESH BALL
WITH GRIP BLACK

SUNSHINE YELLOW
WITH GRIP BLACK

Please see the following pages for color
combinations that are approved for
web use, including digital banners and
social media.
All color combinations are suitable for
large text and typography above 14 pts.
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WEB CONTENT ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES (WCAG )

USTA

Become
a certified
coach.
NURTURE THE NEXT BIG THING

USTA

Let’s
find you
a coach.
PLAY SAFELY & OFTEN

Let’s find you a court.
54

USTA

LINK IN BIO

Examples of accessible
combinations for digital
applications.

COLOR

Membership
benefits
EXCLUSIVE CONTENT
EARLY ACCESS TICKETS
SUBSCRIPTION TO MAGS
FREE MERCH
TRAVEL DISCOUNTS

WEB CONTENT ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES (WCAG)

Examples of accessible
combinations for digital
applications.

COLOR

Net Generation

Net Generation

SIGN UP TODAY

SIGN UP TODAY

Let’s find you a court.
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Winter
Tennis
Lessons

SIGN UP TODAY

Winter Tennis
Lessons

Winter
Tennis
Lessons

Net Generation

Consumer &
Provider
Communications
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CONSUMER & PROVIDER COMMUNICATIONS

All ages
welcome.
All aces
welcome.

COLOR

Tennis
Join
King’s County
Rules &
Regulations Tennis League
FREE
FORT GREENE PARK
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

OFFICIAL GUIDE

LETSTENNIS.COM

FREE
FORT GREEN PARK
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22

LETSTENNIS.COM

B2C
USTA Brand Only

B2B
USTA Corporate/Internal & Provider

Net Generation
Players over 12

Net Generation
Players under 12

USTA can leverage the color pairings for
consumer-facing communications in addition to
color floods with black typography in layout.

USTA Corporate and internal communications,
including Providers should only use color floods
with black typography in layout. Any color in the
primary and secondary palette may be used.

Net Generation may use either color pairings or
color floods with black typography in layout.

Net Generation may use either color pairings or
color floods with black typography in layout.
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We recommend for communications with youth
players (above 12 years) a color flood with black
typography.

Photography
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PHOTOGRAPHY

APPROACH
The USTA is shifting its visual tone of
photography to feel more authentic,
democratic, and truly representational.
Through documentary and observational
photography; we’ll capture real
expression and emotion of our players,
providers, and fans while maintaining a
level of fidelity that is reflective of reality.
For example, ensuring each player is
using age-appropriate equipment.
Photography should be used in large
format communications and media
when multiple images can be shown in
sequence (website, social media, print
spreads, out of home, and brochures), in
order to visualize inclusivity.
Photography should be avoided in spaces
with limiting dimensional spaces (banner
ads, 1/2 page fliers, single page ads).
In these instances, it’s favorable to omit
photography and pursue a graphic
approach for communications.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
Wide Coverage
We want to capture people engaged
in tennis at a greater context;
shots that give texture to the wider
environment when the focus is
usually on the player and the game.
Macro Elements & Still Life
Whether it be ball-to-racquet
preparing for a serve, or someone
adjusting the strings on the racquet,
let’s pick up a few of these detail
shots that are a bit more intimate.
Balls bouncing, racquets in the air,
racquets laid against the fence. Any
sort of texture shots that might be
interesting or useful.

1

2

3

4INCLUSIVITY
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5

PHOTOGRAPHY

APPROACH TO PORTRAITURE
Posed
Can be solo portraits, two people or
a group, compositionally strong with
players center frame.
Action
Coverage of both macro & micro
action shots of players playing.
Players mid-swing, or running for a
ball, or celebrating a great shot. Any
cool action shots we could pick up
could be great.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fun Shots
The court is a place to play, and
coverage should not just be limited
to players themselves. We like to
capture a few fun shots of players
putting balls over their eyes,
or balancing a racquet on their
forehead, or doing anything quirky
and fun on the court.
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USTA IMAGE BANK
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PLACEMENT OF THE LOGO
OVER IMAGE
For maximum impact and overall
consistency, it is important to
protect the value and integrity of
the USTA identity by using the logo
correctly.
Always reproduce the logo from
original artwork files, and avoid
improper logo usage such as
illustrated here. These examples
apply to all logo lockups.
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CORRECT USAGE

MISUSE

Do place the logo in
spaces with sufficient
negative space.

Do not place over
patterns, textures,
or busy areas of a
photograph.

Do place the logo over
images with sufficient
contrast.

Do not add a shape or
a box around the logo.

Do use the white
version of the logo if
it is more legible over
image.

Do not place over
photos with
insufficient contrast.

Iconography
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ICONOGRAPHY

PLACEMENT OF THE LOGO
OVER IMAGE
Icons can be an effective way of
communicating complicated ideas
without using words. They can also
be used to break up lengthy text
passages.
Over 300 icons are available for
download here. There are tennis
specific icons as well as more
general use icons available.
If you would like to request a new
icon that you do not see please
contact your USTA representative.
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Graphic Elements
Use of Baselines
Misuse
Motion Graphics
Animation Styles
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Dynamic Elements

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

We divide our graphic space
with the use of “baselines” to
suggest the tennis court. This
dynamic element is not only
an immediate visual link to the
game of tennis, it dictates the
grid in which we organize space
and place objects—not unlike
the way a player uses the grid to
place a ball.
While this piece of the
design system is flexible, we
recognize and recommend
these six iterations that will
effectively divide space in most
compositional formats.
Please refer to the following
page for guidance on the
optimal point size for the
baseline graphic across
common dimensions.
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USE OF BASELINES

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

There are a few standardized
sizes for the baseline graphic,
but it is up to the designer based
on the dimensional space that
they are facing to determine the
optimal pixel size.
Here are the following
standardized sizes for the
baseline graphic, determined by
common design deliverables.
PRINT:
All standard US paper sizes
(Letter, Legal, Tabloid)
Baseline graphic: 8 px
BANNER ADS:
All standard sizes
(970x250 px, 300 x 600 px, etc)
Baseline graphic: 8 px
SOCIAL MEDIA:
(1080 x 1920 px, 1080 x 1080 px, and 1080 x
1350px)
Baseline graphic: 20 px

USE OF BASELINES

Tennis is
always open
for everyone.
All ages. All grunts. All zip codes.
All across America. On all sides of the net.

USTA

Become
a certified
coach.
NURTURE THE NEXT BIG THING

Let’s
find you
a court.

Singles. Doubles. Newbies. Pros.
Forehands. Backhands. Everyone. Every background.
Every story. Every hairstyle. Even the mullet.
From hardcore athletes to lazy athletes alike.
(Don’t tell anyone, but there’s a tiny tennis court
hidden inside every regular tennis court.)
If you can smash things, you can tennis.

Social post: 1080 x 1350 px
and/ or 1080 x 1080 px
Baseline graphic: 20 px

So what are you waiting for?

LEARN MORE

Let’s Tennis.

Print ads: Letter, legal, and tabloid
Baseline graphic: 8 px
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LETSTENNIS.COM

Banner ad: 300 x 600 px
Baseline graphic: 8 px

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

WEBSITE | DESKTOP:
Based on 1440px wide
Baseline graphic: 10 px

USE OF BASELINES

USTA SITES

Share your location for a more tailored experience.

USTA SECTIONS

PLAY

COACH & ORGANIZE

Enter City, State or Zip

FOLLOW PRO TENNIS

ABOUT US

Español

NEWS

Search USTA.com

JOIN

LOG IN
LOG IN

WEBSITE | MOBILE:
Based on 375 px wide
Baseline graphic: 5 px

Let’s Tennis

Let’s Tennis

Tennis is for
everyone.
Anyone can tennis. And we’re here to help
you have the most fun possible at whatever
level your game is at. From against the wall
style to turning up the tournament heat.
Anyone can play.
So, let’s tennis.

Tennis is for everyone.
Anyone can tennis. And we’re here to help you have
the most fun possible at whatever level your game is at.
From against the wall style to turning up the
tournament heat. Anyone can play. So, let’s tennis.

FIND A COURT

FIND A COURT

All aces welcome.
Net Generation represents a whole new vision of youth tennis.
We believe every player is great in their own right, regardless of level
or ability. So we are here to provide the tools and programs to
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empower players to jump in and enjoy the game.

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

USE OF BASELINES

Examples of basic use of the
baseline graphic to divide space
and organize information.

USTA

LINK IN BIO

FREE
ALL AGES & SKILL LEVELS
SATURDAY 9/21
SUNDAY 9/22
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PLAY SAFELY & OFTEN

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

Baselines can be used to draw the
eye through the page. If you refer
to page 33, you will recognize
the use of the baselines to draw
the eye to an energetic type
alignment that is meant to imitate
the back-and-forth nature of the
game.
Alternatively, the baseline can
be leveraged and used as a
functional piece in design. For
instance, here on the right hand
side of the page, the baseline is
used as an arrow for wayfinding.
You can imagine the infinite utility
of this design element—from
print collateral, to coaches, to
instructional videos, and beyond.
When the baseline terminates
on the page (as seen in the left
example) the endpoint should be
rounded. The origination point
should begin off the page.
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USE OF BASELINES

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

USE OF BASELINES

An example of the baseline as a
functional device in design.

JUNIOR TOURNAMENT

Tournament
Registration
LOBBY
1ST FLOOR
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DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

USE OF BASELINES

An example of the baseline as a
functional device in design.

FIND A PLACE TO PLAY AT LETSTENNIS.COM

Hudson
River Park

Fort Greene
Park

5 FULL SIZE HARD COURTS
2 HALF COURT WALLS

4 FULL SIZE HARD COURTS

5 BLOCKS
THIS WAY
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FIND A PLACE TO PLAY AT LETSTENNIS.COM

3 BLOCKS
THAT WAY

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

MISUSE
The baseline graphics are
meant to suggest a tennis court,
without doing so literally.

USE OF BASELINES

A
We never
illustrate a full
tennis court.

B
We also
don’t get too
complicated
with grid lines,
please limit to
2-5 grid lines per
layout.
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Animation

75

CAMPAIGN TAGLINE

ANIMATION STYLES

The Let’s Tennis campaign tagline
can be animated to create visual
intrigue and an invitation to play as
the superscript dot in ‘i’ becomes a
tennis ball.

1
The tagline appears static.
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2
The superscript decouples
from the stem of the ‘i’ in
motion and bounces
four times.

3
The superscript settles back
down to it’s original space.

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

ANIMATION STYLES

All USTA digital assets—from
banner ads, to social media
posters, and everything in
between—follow the same
animation style. We call it “the
slide and reveal.”
Please use the following guides
to build banner assets at any
size.

1
First, the baseline graphics
animate in from opposing
sides of the layout.
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2
These graphics create a
grid to divide and organize
information in the layout.

3
The typographic layer is
revealed at the same time
with a horizontal swipe.

4
Last but not least, the USTA
logo and button with CTA
animate in at the same time.

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

ANIMATION STYLES

Please use the following guides
to build banner assets at any
size.

1
First, the baseline graphics
animate in from opposing
sides of the layout.

2
Next, the headline builds in.

3
Last but not least, the USTA
logo and button with CTA
animate in at the same time.
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DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

All USTA digital assets—from
banner ads, to social media
posters, and everything in
between—follow the same
animation style. We call it “the
slide and reveal.”

ANIMATION STYLES

USTA

USTA

IF YOU CAN SMASH THINGS

USTA

IF YOU CAN SMASH THINGS

YOU CAN TENNIS.

1
First, the baseline graphics
animate in from opposing
sides of the layout.
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2
Next, the headline builds
in. The headline at the top
builds in first.

3
Followed by the second line.

Application
Website
Social Media
Emails
Banners
Out of Home
Print
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Design Application

WEBSITE

LETSTENNIS.COM

APPLICATION

USTA SITES

PLAY

The website is built of fixed
modules that house our content
in color-blocked spaces that are
divided with baseline gridlines.
Desktop
The desktop design is based
on 16:9 ratio, or 1440 x 810px.
Desktop modules are 1440 x
405 px. With the exception of
the full-bleed image above the
fold (16:9 or 21:9), all desktop
imagery is sized at 720 x 405.
Mobile
On mobile, content modules
are uniformly 375 x 422. Mobile
images follow 4:3 ratio or 375 x
281.

Share your location for a more tailored experience.

USTA SECTIONS

COACH & ORGANIZE

Enter City, State or Zip

FOLLOW PRO TENNIS

ABOUT US

Español

NEWS

Search USTA.com

JOIN

LOG IN
LOG IN

Let’s Tennis

Let’s Tennis

Tennis is for
everyone.
Anyone can tennis. And we’re here to help
you have the most fun possible at whatever
level your game is at. From against the wall
style to turning up the tournament heat.
Anyone can play.
So, let’s tennis.

Tennis is for everyone.
Anyone can tennis. And we’re here to help you have
the most fun possible at whatever level your game is at.
From against the wall style to turning up the
tournament heat. Anyone can play. So, let’s tennis.

FIND A COURT

FIND A COURT

All aces welcome.
Net Generation represents a whole new vision of youth tennis.
We believe every player is great in their own right, regardless of level
or ability. So we are here to provide the tools and programs to
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empower players to jump in and enjoy the game.

WEBSITE

LETSTENNIS.COM
The website is built of fixed
modules that house our content
in color-blocked spaces that are
divided with baseline gridlines.

Let’s Tennis

APPLICATION

Tennis is for everyone.
FIND A COURT

Desktop
The desktop design is based
on 16:9 ratio, or 1440 x 810px.
Desktop modules are 1440 x
405 px. With the exception of
the full-bleed image above the
fold (16:9 or 21:9), all desktop
imagery is sized at 720 x 405.
Mobile
On mobile, content modules
are uniformly 375 x 422. Mobile
images follow 4:3 ratio or 375 x
281.

All aces welcome.

Anyone can tennis. And we’re here to help you have
the most fun possible at whatever level your game is at.
From against the wall style to turning up the
tournament heat. Anyone can play. So, let’s tennis.

All aces welcome.
Net Generation represents a whole new vision of youth tennis.
We believe every player is great in their own right, regardless of level

Net Generation represents a whole new
vision of youth tennis. We believe every
player is great in their own right, regardless
of level or ability. So we are here to provide
the tools and programs to empower players
to jump in and enjoy the game.

LEARN MORE

or ability. So we are here to provide the tools and programs to
empower players to jump in and enjoy the game.

LEARN MORE

USTA x Paterson League
We’ve collaborated with Paterson League on a new tennis inspired
clothing collection. Grab yours before it sells out.

SHOP NOW

Tennis 4 life.
Want to improve your physical and mental health?
Tennis is the most fun way to do it. Check out some of
its health benefits here.
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LEARN MORE

USTA x
Paterson League.
We’ve collaborated with Paterson League
on a new tennis inspired clothing
collection.

SOCIAL MEDIA

USTA

USTA
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PLAY SAFELY & OFTEN

USTA

ALL ACES WELCOME.

YOU CAN TENNIS.

LINK IN BIO

IF YOU CAN SMASH THINGS

USTA

ALL AGES WELCOME.

NURTURE THE NEXT BIG THING

EMAIL TEMPLATES

APPLICATION

Email templates are easy to
generate and should follow a
simple newsletter style.

PLAYERS

Emails should be designed with
vertical dimensions.

Your membership
will expire
this month.
USE SOURCE CODE 1284J
OFFER EXPIRES 3/31/2019
Continue to stay connected to the sport we love. Renew by March
31st and get play opportunities for all ages and levels with Kids’
Clubs, USTA Junior Team Tennis and Junior Tournaments*.
See you on the courts.

RENEW NOW
OR CALL 1-800-990-8782

USTA Headquarters

84

70 West Red Oak Ln.
White Plains
New York 10604

914 696 7000
letstennis.com

BANNER ADS

APPLICATION

Please refer to pages 77 – 78
for guidance on animating
banner ads.

970 x 250 px

300 x 600 px
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300 x 200 px

OUT OF HOME

In large horizontal spaces, you
can divide the space by using
a step-and-repeat pattern
that divides the space equally
between copy and image. You
will see that the the copy is
designed as a system—and copy
opportunities are limitless.
The USTA logo and CTA are
placed over the image for
ownability.
The baseline graphic runs
across both colorblocked
sections and full-bleed images
to create a holistic design.

APPLICATION

Tennis
is for
everyone.
LEARN MORE AT LETSTENNIS.COM
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OUT OF HOME
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APPLICATION

OUT OF HOME

Both pillar wraps utilized the
baselines and volley typesetting.
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APPLICATION

PRINT MEDIA

If the print placement is a single
page, we recommend a graphic
poster with engaging type
setting and color.

APPLICATION

Tennis is
always open
for everyone.
All ages. All grunts. All zip codes.
All across America. On all sides of the net.
Singles. Doubles. Newbies. Pros.
Forehands. Backhands. Everyone. Every background.
Every story. Every hairstyle. Even the mullet.
From hardcore athletes to lazy athletes alike.
(Don’t tell anyone, but there’s a tiny tennis court
hidden inside every regular tennis court.)
If you can smash things, you can tennis.
So what are you waiting for?

Let’s Tennis.
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LETSTENNIS.COM

PRINT MEDIA

SPREAD
If the print placement is a
spread layout, we recommend
a headline on a color flood
supported by the baseline
graphics and a full bleed image
with the logo and URL on the
supporting page. The baseline
graphic may run over the image
to create a holistic placement.
The layout to the right is the
submission for the US Open
issue of Racquet Magazine.
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APPLICATION

Let’s Tennis
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